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Tuesday 12th January 

2021 Resolutions 

January brought another zoom meeting, this time to discuss the
Resolutions to go forward to the 2021 Annual Meeting.
 
Helen welcomed 17 members and then explained that the committee
would each take a resolution to propose. Votes would be by show of
hands after the final one. 
 
Gill started with A call to increase awareness of the subtle signs of
ovarian cancer.  At the moment there is no definitive test for ovarian
cancer and often the symptoms are dismissed by health professionals
as being IBS. This cancer is treatable if found early. Sandra gave a
personal insight into her experience with this disease. 
 
Annie followed talking about Protect your nature space to create
wildlife friendly communities.  This is something that we can all do
at a local level. Provide wildlife friendly space in our gardens and the
village open spaces, maybe a wildflower strip at the new Little Martins
Field.  We should not be too eager to tidy up outdoor spaces. 

https://mailchi.mp/9b00c85566e7/iad2pmse5u-9455857?e=[UNIQID]


 
Next was Helen on Racism and Discrimination. This is particularly
shocking being such a long time since the Equality legislation. 
However as shown in the Black Lives Matter campaign this is still an
ongoing battle.  
 
Karen then spoke to Stop women dying prematurely from coronary
heart disease (CHD).  There can be different symptoms for women
and after the menopause the risk is as great as for men. However all
the research has concentrated on them. Women are also twice as
likely to die of CHD as Breast Cancer. 
 
Finally Jan on Stop the destruction of peat bogs to tackle climate
change.  Not having much knowledge of peat bogs and the
connection with climate change, Jan did the research and was
astounded to discover that peat extracted from the bogs and spread
on our gardens would then unlock the carbon which would be then
released into the atmosphere thus affecting climate change. Not a fact
that is widely known. 
 
Helen took a vote by show of hands and the results were: 
Ovarian Cancer           4 
CHD                            4 (+1 from email) 
Racism                        
Nature                         1 
Peat Bogs                   8 
 

Annie will wait for more email votes (by 15th January) and send the
results to OFWI. Click on the email link below to submit your
selection. 

All votes should be received no later than 15th January.

Helen then reminded members of the Zoom coffee meet on Monday
18th January from 10.30 – 12 noon. A link will be sent out on the WI
email nearer the time.  
 

Email to register your vote

mailto:brightwellcumsotwellwi@gmail.com?subject=Resolution%20Vote%20


Oxford Inspires the new name for the old News & Views was sent
round digitally again to members as our order got lost in the post.  
 

No subscriptions are due until 1st April this year.  Luckily we have
sufficient funds to tide us over. 
 

The committee will look for a speaker for the next meeting.  There are
lists available for zoom speakers to choose from. 
 

The lucky dip was won by Olga. 
 

Janis was thanked for again producing the annual accounts.  This is
no small feat as the committee can attest to having seen the
complexity of the accounting system.  All will be revealed at the
Annual Meeting.

External links disclaimer
Throughout this newsletter you may find links to external websites.
Although we make every effort to ensure these links are accurate, up
to date and relevant, B-c-S WI cannot take responsibility for pages
maintained by external providers.
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